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I. Tick the correct answer.

(2 marks)

a) Sharp curved claws of preying birds are called ____________________________ .

talons

feathers

beak

b) Cranes have long thin legs to ________________________________ through water.

swim

wade

breathe

c) ___________________________________ has a long sticky tongue to catch insects.

snake

lion

frog

d) A sparrow has a short _____________________________________________ beak.

pointed

blunt

II. Complete the food chain.
1.

3.

(3 marks)

Grain

2.

Human
Caterpillar

Grass

curved

Bird
Tiger

III. Identify the type of beak and name the bird.

(1 mark)

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

IV. Name the following.

(1 mark)

1. Ducks and goose have this type of feet.______________________
2. The sweet juice of the flower. _____________________________
3. The feathers that help a bird fly. ___________________________
4. They cannot make their own food. _________________________

V. State True or False.

(2 marks)

a) Cow eats plants, flesh and grains. _________________________
b) A humming bird sucks nectar with its long curved beak.________
c) All birds have same types of beaks. ________________________
d) Cows chew the food with their back teeth. ___________________

VI. Circle the odd one out from the group of animals.

a) man

bear

crow

rabbit

d) eagle

duck

woodpecker

snake

VII. Look at the picture shown and tick the true statements.
a) I have sharp and broad front teeth to bite the grass.
b) I chew the food constantly for a long time.
c) I have long thin legs to wade through water.

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

VIII. Answer the following questions.
Q1. Explain and give two examples for each kind of animal given below.
HERBIVORE

(2 marks)

CARNIVORE

Q2. Name the different kinds of feathers that we find on birds.

(1 mark)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Q3.What is “Chewing the Cud”?
(1 mark)
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Q4. Duck and heron live in water but they have different kinds of feet.

(2 marks)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

IX.

Life Skill

( 1 mark )

Having a pet is a wonderful feeling but it is a great responsibility.
Tarun’s family is going back to India. They have a pet cat. They will not be able
to take their pet cat along with them. Help this family to choose the best ways
where they can leave their pet.
Put a tick for the right options.
a.

Leave the pet in a park

b.

Give it to a family who will take care of the pet

c.

Leave it along with the stray animals

d.

Give it in a pet shop

e.

Inform the group of people who looks after stray animals

